
TITLES AND ABSTRACTS OF TALKS AT THE�WORKSHOP ON SEVERI VARIETIES ANDHYPERKÄHLER MANIFOLDS"NOVEMBER 4-8, UNIVERSITY ROMA TOR VERGATALua Benzo (University of Trento)Rational urves on Mg and K3 surfaesAbstrat: Let (S,L) be a smooth primitively polarized K3 surfae of genus
g and f : X → P

1 the �bration de�ned by a linear penil in |L|. For fgeneral and g ≥ 7, we work out the splitting type of the loally free sheaf
Ψ∗

fTMg
, where Ψf is the modular morphism assoiated to f . We show thatthis splitting type enodes the fundamental geometrial information attahedto Mukai's projetion map Pg → Mg, where Pg is the stak parameterizingpairs (S,C) with (S,L) as above and C ∈ |L| a stable urve. Moreover, wework out onditions on a �bration f to indue a modular morphism Ψf suhthat the normal sheaf NΨf

is loally free.Chiara Camere (Leibniz University Hannover)Non-sympleti automorphisms of holomorphi sympleti manifolds of
K3[2]-typeAbstrat: Reent work by Boissière, Nieper-Wiÿkirhen and Sarti has in-trodued a new tool for the study of automorphisms on irreduible holomor-phi sympleti manifolds: their formula relates the ohomology groups ofthe �xed lous of the automorphism with numerial invariants of the invari-ant lattie inside H2(X,Z). I will report on a joint projet with Boissièreand Sarti about the lassi�ation of non-sympleti automorphisms of primeorder of holomorphi sympleti fourfolds of K3[2]-type.Thomas Dedieu (University of Toulouse)Leture series on Families of singular urves on surfaes (3 times)(based on joint work with C. Ciliberto, and with E. Sernesi)Abstrat: I will present two di�erent approahes to families of singularurves on smooth surfaes (parametri vs. Cartesian), having in mind theharaterizations of equisingularity and equigeneriity. I will show how thisenables one to prove the Arbarello�Cornalba and Zariski theorem, aordingto whih every integral plane genus g urve is the limit of nodal urveshaving the same geometri genus g, as well as disuss various generalizations1



2 TITLES AND ABSTRACTSof it, with emphasis on the ase of surfaes with numerially trivial anonialbundle. I shall arefully desribe several traps in whih one may fall alongthis path. I will analyze the behaviour of these families when one lets thesurfae degenerate. A number of open problems will be raised.Margherita Lelli-Chiesa (University of Pisa)Generalized Lazarsfeld-Mukai bundles and a onjeture of Donagi andMorrisonAbstrat: Let S be a K3 surfae and assume for simpliity that it doesnot ontain any (−2)-urve. Using oherent systems, we express every non-simple Lazarsfeld-Mukai bundle on S as an extension of two sheaves of somespeial type, that we refer to as generalized Lazarsfeld-Mukai bundles. Thishas interesting onsequenes onerning the Brill-Noether theory of urves Clying on S. From now on, let g denote the genus of C and A be a ompletelinear series of type grd on C suh that d ≤ g − 1 and the Brill-Noethernumber is negative. First, we fous on the ases where A omputes theCli�ord index; if r > 1 and with only some ompletely lassi�ed exeptions,we show that A oinides with the restrition to C of a line bundle on S.This is a re�nement of Green and Lazarsfeld's result on the onstany of theCli�ord index of urves moving in the same linear system. Then, we studya onjeture of Donagi and Morrison prediting that, under no hypothesison its Cli�ord index, A is ontained in a gse whih is ut out from a linebundle on S and satis�es e ≤ g − 1. We provide ounterexamples to thelast inequality already for r = 2. A slight modi�ation of the onjeture,whih holds for r = 1, 2, is proved under some hypotheses on the pair (C,A)and its deformations. We show that the result is optimal by exhibiting someounterexamples obtained jointly with Andreas Leopold Knutsen.Giovanni Mongardi (University of Bonn)Ample one and negative divisors for Hilbert shemes of points of K3surfaesAbstrat: For K3 surfaes, the ample one is ut out by rational urves ofself-intersetion −2. In the ase of Hilbert shemes of points of K3 surfaesand their deformations, a similar result an be phrased using ertain divisorswhose top self intersetion is negative.Kieran O'Grady (University Roma Sapienza)Zero-yles and sheaves on a K3 surfaeAbstrat: Let X be a projetive omplex K3 surfae. We will disuss thefollowing result (partial results are due to Huybrehts and myself, the proofin general is due to Voisin). Let M be a moduli spae of stable pure sheaves



TITLES AND ABSTRACTS 3on X with �xed ohomologial Chern harater: the set whose elementsare seond Chern lasses of sheaves parametrized by the losure of M (inthe orresponding moduli spaes of semistable sheaves) depends only on thedimension of M .Arvid Perego (University Henri Poinaré Nany)Moduli spaes of sheaves over non-projetive K3 surfaesAbstrat: In this talk I will present a joint work (in progress) with M. Tomaabout moduli spaes of slope-stable sheaves over non-projetive K3 surfaes.The aim is to show that these moduli spaes are irreduible sympleti man-ifolds whih are deformation equivalent to Hilbert shemes of points overprojetive K3 surfaes. We need to de�ne a suitable notion of polarizationand of generiity for polarizations to guarantee that these moduli spaes aresmooth ompat manifolds; as shown by Toma, they arry a holomorphisympleti form. In order to show that they are irreduible sympleti man-ifolds, one still needs to show that they are Kähler and onneted: this isshown by adapting an argument originally due to Tyurin, using twistor fam-ilies and moduli spaes of slope-stable twisted sheaves. As an appliation,we show that moduli spaes of slope-stable sheaves are projetive if and onlyif the base surfae is projetive.Xavier Roulleau (University of Poitiers)An e�etive omputation of the Zeta funtion of the Fano surfae of ubithreefoldsAbstrat: The Zeta funtion of a surfae enodes many interesting datas,for example if the Tate onjeture holds we an reover the Piard numberof the surfae. The Fano surfae of a ubi threefold is the variety thatparametrizes lines on a three dimensional ubi hypersurfae. We know thatthe Tate onjeture holds for that surfae. In this talk we will explain anddesribe an algorithm that omputes the Zeta funtion of a Fano surfae andderive some appliations.Edoardo Sernesi (University Roma Tre)Mukai's program for urves on K3 surfaesAbstrat: Mukai proposed a method for reonstruting a K3 surfae know-ing a urve ontained in it and gave a omplete proof in genus 11. In a jointwork with E. Arbarello and A. Bruno we extended his proof to every genus
g, with g ongruent to 3 mod 4 and greater than or equal to 15. In my talkI will outline the main steps of the onstrution.


